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Abstract. Airport exercises and action plans have significantly improved in the
last two decades. They help in the development of the worldwide carrier
industry. The amendment of the tenets, controls and the deregulation of the new
aeronautics period in North America, Europe, Asia, and creative nations have
given movement development, enhancement and noteworthy decisions for
carrier travelers. In the course of the last few decades, airports have turned out to
be more required with more unpredictable tasks. In doing such, they have
fortified their capacity to center around and effect instead of productivity.
Various factors that can be considered for developing smart airports have been
studied so as to address the lackings. The main objectives of this study are to
improve the experience of travelers, to make new income streams and to
increase operational excellence and enhance security. This research identifies the
areas for different sectors supporting the airport management to provide better
smart services to the travellers leading to smart world.
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1 Introduction

Variable fuel prices decline in demand, and all the global financial crisis have con-
tributed to the transformation of the aeronautical industry. From the airlines and their
international unions to the airports, the broad aviation ecosystem has been forced to
implement new strategies for staying today’s economic realities. A steep increase in oil
prices in 2008 caused unprecedented airline losses [1]. So that fuel costs increased by
up to more than 30% from 10% of operating expenses. Airlines, which had bought
future’s items, faced the enormous amounts of high fuel prices by a sudden price
drop. At the same time, business and personal travel were limited by the deterioration
of the economic situation. Supply over demand was aggravated by intense competition
among many airlines for the trip.

“The International Air Transport Association (IATA)” predicts a 3% drop in pas-
senger traffic in 2019. While a 5% drop in shipments. The prices were also over-
whelming when falling demand reduced prices. Only a few Airlines did not get an
effect. IATA predicted that airlines would experience net losses of more than $ 9 billion
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in 2019. The United States shipments account for about 80% of damage and perhaps
the worst disaster which was expected by 2020 [2].

The airlines supported an excellent business model while still were profitable.
However, dropping the number of passengers would have lower returns and revenue,
the impact would not be uniform in all airlines. Nevertheless, large corporations and
airline of origins and destinations would have a severe drop in recreational passenger
traffic by continuing the experience of the number of passengers dropping down [3].

Traffic and demand may eventually return to its first stage in the next three to four
years. As the IATA predicted, the four fundamental changes in the market are likely to
have irreversible and lasting changes. Demographic change, new corporate governance
conditions, emergence and maturity of communication technology create new patterns
that require new business models and strategies [4]. The complexity of the future
turmoil of this industry will raise the requirements and needs of the travellers who are
always striving and quickly getting adopted to the advanced technology in all the
domains. The customers expect real-time aircraft delay information, gates, and special
offers from airlines and airports at a more economical and fast pace. Passengers are
demanding workflow processes for the delivery of cargo, transportation, and person-
alized services with a higher level of expectation. This study discusses the evolution of
airports with a closer look [5].

1.1 Airport 1.0: Primary Airport Operation

In the airport phase 1.0, airports concentrate on the abilities that are needed to manage
efficient and safe landings, outbound flights and other airline operations. They provide
essential services, including the delivery of cargo, boarding passengers, security, lug-
gage removal and so on. The airports display evolved activities but do not pay enough
attention to the needs of the passengers. While there is always a broader strategy for the
airport [6].

1.2 Airport 2.0: Fast-Moving Airports

The highlights of these airports are that they are all around adjusted to natural changes
and their working pace is expanded. At these airports, operational technology has been
dramatically enhanced and implemented throughout business units and operational
environments. Business entities share data rapidly and flawlessly and empower quick
airplane terminal stations to react to ecological and operational changes fastly. By
utilizing a unified and shared administration system, these airplane terminal stations
frequently prevent the utilization of constrained use innovations. Rather, a huge air
terminal will share the genius presented interconnected engineering with administra-
tions in standard essential administration. The airports benefit from modest facilities
provided and video surveillance [7]. From business value, fast-moving airports offer
high-performance operations that can provide airlines with high speed and improve
passenger expectations. An example of these airports is “Pearson International Airport
Toronto”, “London Heathrow Airport”, “Changi International Airport”, “Hong Kong
International Airport”, and “McCarran International Airport (Las Vegas)”.
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1.3 Airport 3.0: Smart Airports

At these airports, the maturity of advanced technologies in the sensory analyzes is
steadily evolving. Systems are functioning on the digital platform that often converges
with an IP network with classes and in the whole ecosystem, such as airports, city
airports, airlines, ports, logistics, government departments, and other sectors, can have
a bandwidth Create high-speed traffic [8]. These are the digital networks of the nervous
system of the airports that touch and control each point of the interactions and illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Exchanging the information in the real time environment, deep-seated
cooperation, and the integration of extensive airport processes made these smart air-
ports to have improved the efficiency of operations, passenger services, and advanced
security capabilities. They have likewise upgraded their movement encounter by giving
a scope of customized administrations that can coordinate voyagers’ data and foresee
the administrations they require in various segments. Expansive incorporated between
line applications Littler units, fuel suppliers, prepping and other living community
accomplices have made new advantages all through the esteem chain [9].

The digital network can create real-time operations and integrate processes and
generate a new revenue stream. It will also improve the experience of the passengers.

2 Increasing Experience, Operations, and Values

Smart airports provide an excellent experience for passengers and the airport. Airports,
airlines, and partners use technologies, sensors, processors for airports 2.0 and 3.0, and
they always provide a framework for communication that can respond and analyze in real
time. At these airports, passengers are not checked in different parts, and their crucial
information comes in one section. Instead, there is an inclusive continuous connection
between the passenger and any place and at any time [11]. The airport may likewise work
past the physical limits to upgrade the experience of voyagers at all phases of their
excursion. For instance, the airport ought to give data relying on the parameters defined

Fig. 1. Smart airport [10].
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for the traveller to enable them to design their takeoff time and pick ending and different
administrations. Currently, some airports are offering Type 2.0 services. For example, the
“Baltimore Washington International Airport (BWI)” uses “Twitter” to alert you about
airport change, weather conditions, and flight status. While this is simple, innovative
work. The airport is trying to use social networks for air travel [12].

These new intelligent airport capacities will make another plan of action, including
better and more extensive incorporation and urban biological communities from
organizations and associations that altogether communicate with airports. As a result,
airport revenues from related departments and affiliates will increase. The increase in
these emerging commercial airports will attract new business customers in the new
sectors and may even create a brand-new service that delivers excellent services from
various industrial clusters with free zones. Accordingly, smart chains will expand their
values beyond the boundaries of traditional airports to the smart airport, which can
provide innovative services that can create value among business partners [13].

Smart city airports target lots of customers, including travellers, under-handed areas,
greetings part, and logistics companies. To do this, they need a broad approach. For
example, imagine a traveller arriving by air on an internal flight. He goes to the airport in
and meets his customer, a coordination’s organization situated in the city of the airport.
At all stages of his trip, information is provided in real-time and in person to give a
complete and uninterrupted journey from the airport to his workplace. By the use of smart
systems, integrated solutions, external and internal airport ecosystem partners, real-time
information on the travel status to provide better services, the trip would be more than
perfect. Alerts can also be sent to the hotels and the taxi services regarding the delay of
flights to enable them to render efficient services. With these facilities, these companies
can increase the delivery of services and improve the satisfaction of travellers [14].

With the evolution of airports, virtual airport service providers (VSPs) that integrate
value propositions into different markets for different customers, the service portfolio of
airports will also change (Fig. 2). Traditional airport service prototypes include IT
services, facility management and human resources that can be turned into specific and
advanced targeted services, for example, canny transportation, activity administration,
and that’s only the tip of the iceberg. This up and coming age of airport administrations
will produce new income streams for airports, and the part of administration devel-
opment will progressively be moved in focal airport tasks [15].

Fig. 2. Providing virtual services by airports [16].
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3 Opportunity: Turning Business Models into New Revenue
Streams

Revenues other than aviation, such as stop, land, unimportant deals, promoting and
sustenance and drink, have been a crucial part of the airport’s income for a considerable
length of time. The airline’s recent downturn has led airlines to rely more on revenues
other than aviation. Many airports get a more significant part of their income from these
sources. The airports combine creativity with good business. The industry is experi-
encing a new impetus, and new financial profiles, including plant revenue, multi-
million-dollar retail expansion, large industrial parks, and land. The development of
these sources of new income at airports could reduce airline costs. Competitive con-
ditions between airports would be created to attract passengers by providing air ser-
vices, which would benefit the entire community [17].

Figure 3 provides further details on revenue generation and the relative position of
strategies other than aviation based on the geographic location of airports. Accordingly,
there are noteworthy contrasts between income streams in various zones in retail and
auto stopping administrations. Airports will get significantly more income from parking
areas than central airports, which can undoubtedly exchange travellers starting with one
plane then onto the next. Smart airports can take advantage of this opportunity to
provide innovative services that enhance the well-being of customers. With this
incorporated esteem chain, airports and carriers can go through an offer and strategi-
cally pitching procedures and give more customized administrations to fulfill clients
and increment their income. Up-selling is one of the techniques where encouraging
customers to buy more expensive products. Cross-selling is also a technique in which
the customer decides to purchase related products, such as a warranty, etc. after the
customer chooses to buy the outcome [18].

Fig. 3. Percentage of non-aviation revenue by source and region [19].
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4 An End-to-End Framework for the Experience of Travelers

Airports can build their non-business income by growing administrations, for example,
retail, stopping, and lodgings. With a specific end goal to boost these administrations,
they must receive a client-driven approach, concentrating on expanding traveller
encounter. As airlines nowadays have a widespread relationship with the client, airports
must find ways to have a better travel experience for travellers [20].

Few leading airlines provide an innovative personal experience for travellers, at least
for their valued customers, with superior service delivery. With the decline in the econ-
omy and the need for security equipment, these airlines will take tolls to enhance the
quality and experience of travellers. Increasing security measures means that passengers
should be faced with long queues, missed connections, and gate changes. The propensity
towardmore significant aeroplane delivers more aircraft tasks. But it’s likely to cause a lot
of passengers in the gates andwhen boarding aeroplanes [14]. Peer-to-peer expanding the
services between passengers and airports has certain benefits such as:

• A more prominent capacity to up-offer and strategically pitch customized admin-
istrations in light of ongoing data and travel conditions, for example, giving auto
stopping too late entries or in benefits if there should be an occurrence of aeroplane
delay [21].

• Additional revenue through the provision of stores and pre-trip information
designed for purchases at airports, for example, providing discounts and availability
information for goods especially needed for destination or travel [22].

• The ability to utilize the combined knowledge of travellers regarding climatic
changes in the weather, congestion to improve the travel experience [23].

• Creating location-based exceptional services, including searching for ways to
transfer people at an airport at the right rate and minimizing delays, the ability to
provide reliable travel advice [24].

CRM (Airlines’ customer relationship management) Specifically, centres around visit
and up-offer and strategically pitch projects and highlights of different flight classes.
Often little effort has been made to manage and increase overall end-to-end travel for
passengers. Airports and airlines have a huge chance to fabricate a decisive and
coordinated understanding for explorers from the season of booking to movement
through airports until the finish of their trip. In creating such a journey for customers,
the role of airports should be shifting from passive landlords to active participants and
improve the travel ecosystem as a critical partner. To this end, a bonus system must be
built at the airports and airlines integrated. This superior passenger experience is the
key to the difference between airports and airlines, and it also improves the loyalty of
passengers [21].

As an example of the expansion of Cisco Services, IBSG has introduced five types
of smart services that airports can put at the top of their smart structure. The admin-
istrations utilize the developing innovation and systems administration capacities to
enhance the experience of voyagers, make new income streams, increment operational
magnificence and improve security. The needs of every airport rely upon their plan of
action. For example, retail revenue for hub airports is vital, and car park services at
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destination airports are of great importance. By giving top-notch explorers each or
these five focuses, airports can gain high incomes, decrease costs, and accomplish their
objectives [25].

4.1 Smart Transportation and Parking Services

Travel services in real time inform passengers of all travel problems and offer superior
facilities, including parking, changing the route. Smart transportation Administrations,
a touchy area variant, can track a traveller through the cell phone and illuminate the
explorer before movement, recommending the best course considering activity con-
ditions and flight conditions. Value-added services, including carriers and crew, can be
provided to the passenger. A travel guide gives details of flight status at all stages on the
smartphone and kiosks at the airport. The guide can also offer positioning services and
help to guide travellers to cross the airport to the gateways, retail offers, and hospitality
services [26].

4.2 Retail, Hospitality and Entertainment Services

Uncommon traveller retailers and visitor administrations can be offered through cell
phones from the basic client data available at the airlines. Based on the passenger’s
profile, the purpose of the flight (work, leisure, tourism, etc.) or the destination of the
passenger, offers can be announced. Smart advertising allows messages about desti-
nations or special conditions to the passengers at different locations. Also, advanced
promoting sheets can show travel data or primary data in a crisis. Retail deals to
retailers will expand agreements [27].

4.3 Smart Workplace Services

Telecommunication equipment is used to detect radio frequencies for tracking portable
apparatus. For instance, an airport can track wheelchairs by these frequencies to help
decrease the desires for their asking for travellers. A mobile and a specific locator can
tailor the correct data at the opportune time. Furthermore, effectively and rapidly
manage airport issues influencing travellers. This incorporates client connections,
support, and security issues [28].

4.4 Airport Smart Processes

Location-based services use details of the arrivals and destinations of travellers and,
along with location information and airports, will guide travellers to reduce stress,
minimize queues and increase retail sales. Check baggage tags based on airport fre-
quencies. It empowers the different proof of gear from a separation or outside of
anyone’s ability to see, making it less demanding to discover missing and dislodged
baggage, and give cutting-edge data to voyagers. Checking tickets without a queue
using tagged cards for tracking or using smartphones with activation codes will
increase the speed of the passengers to reach their flight. This can be done through tags
even from hotels [29].
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4.5 Smart Business Services

Smart airports provide business customers with a range of value-added services. These
administrations incorporate activity administrations and office administration and
security administrations. Likewise, in airport urban areas that attention particularly on
coordination’s suppliers, there is the chance to offer smart chain administrations.
Administrations for structures include: advanced signage loads up for promoting, crisis
circumstances and data for discovering headings, checking these in the lodging, office
or different structures remotely, continuous flight data in the airport urban areas and
focal mechanization of structures, observing and enhancing vitality utilization [30].
A very important aspect here is the role IoT is going to play with 5G to still more
provide better services as most of the organizations are moving towards industry 4.0,
i.e. digitization. And also the authors in [31] have proposed a framework considering
the challenges and factors influencing the security for smart cities with smart security
paying highest attention towards a safe environment.

5 High-Level Structure for Smart Airport Operations

Intelligent services that support efficient airport operations require a high-level struc-
ture. This structure is illustrated in Fig. 4 with the needs and opportunities in each area
of the airport, including flight areas, larger airports, and the urban airport environment
with the ability to integrate information and applications on the network.

At the highest level, the smart airport landside meets the needs and opportunities to
change the experience of the passengers.

Fig. 4. Structural resources for high-level smart airports [1].
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The feature layer captures important topics that meet the needs and opportunities in
each of the airport districts. These creative services include empowerment throughout
airport operations and business units to give better experience for travellers. The data
layout outlines important topics for content and support deals [21]. This layer includes
airport operations and data companies as well as information gathered about travellers
from all angles, landslides, and canals throughout the journey. The data layer also
covers extensive and expanding web 2.0 data, including social networking services.

In the next layer, applications that manage data and support capabilities include:

• An example of next-generation applications and optional tools that improve the
interactive experience of travellers [32].

• Collaboration programs that enable real-time interactions between all stakeholders.
• Content management to coordinate the upcoming events.
• Smart business to support the continuous improvement of the Smart Airport

experience using intellectual resources and newer areas such as social media.
• A series of integrated applications, including intelligent interaction manager that

can predict and feel the needs of passengers and respond to them.

Business applications include airport applications, integration and mainstreaming.
Examples of these include noise reduction, performance management, cost manage-
ment, and gate management. Hardware, tools, and software-level services make up the
foundation of the higher layers.

6 NFC Mobile Benefits for Air Travel

This section aims to explain the advantages of mobile NFC services based on the work
done by the GSMA on NFC services and IATA work to advance the operations of the
air travel industry [33].

The objective is to determine how NFC Mobile services based on the UICC can be
used for airline industries and improve the convenience and facilities of travel for
valuable customers. The UICC is an open source platform with standards that provide
multiple NFC services to the customer [34]. Also, it allows space for fair competition
between service providers to be created on a joint application. The advantage of this to
the customer is that they can choose between services and service providers.

6.1 GSMA’s Role

GSMA is a global trading community that has more than 750 GSM mobile operators in
more than 200 countries and has over 200 manufacturers and suppliers in the world [35].
GSMA’s primary goals is to make sure that the services are available globally in an
efficient way through portable devices and play a role in improving the nation’s economy
by their customers satisfaction, which in turn provides new business opportunities for
operators and their suppliers. MNO’s cooperation ensures the expansion of mobile NFC
services between mobile operators and other sectors involved in this industry [36]. Thus,
it improves interoperability and leads to follow common acceptable standard through out
the globe and prevents market segregation. Currently, more than 61 organizations from
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the largest MNOs in the GSMA Pay-Buy-Mobile project collaborated to expand a public
view based on the UICC, NFC mobile services. They provide over 50% of the global
GSM market and are handling more than 1.5 billion customers [37].

6.2 IATA’s Role

Aviation is a standout amongst the most unique enterprises in the world. The Inter-
national Air Transport Association (IATA) is the business association of this industry
[36]. For over 60 years, IATA has extended the norms that have made a worldwide
industry. Today, IATA’s main goal is to give, oversee and work the aircraft business
administrations. Its individuals incorporate around 230 carriers and 93% of worldwide
air traffic arranging that offers 2.4 billion travelers [37].

6.3 Performance

IATA tries to improve industry understanding among chiefs and bring issues to light of
the advantages that flight has for national and worldwide economies [38]. It likewise
battles for the interests of aircrafts around the globe to challenge unreasonable laws and
charges, account controller and endeavors to direct sensible costs.

6.4 Governance

IATA likely helps aircrafts by disentangling forms, expanding traveller comfort,
lessening costs and improving effectiveness. Likewise, security is the main need of
IATA and intends to additionally improve wellbeing benchmarks, specifically through
the IATA Safety Inspection (IOSA) [39]. Also, another essential concern is limiting the
effect of aeronautics on the earth. IATA budgetary frameworks broadens support in
transport and expand travel industry income [40].

6.5 Added Values

For customers, IATA has simplified the carrier and cargo functions at a low cost.
Travellers can book a ticket, pay for it and also get a voucher for different airlines to get
added benefits. IATA plays the role of an agency between airlines and travellers and
serves as cargo agents through the services of the official agency and centralized
financial systems [38]. Group of vendors of different industries along with the service
providers supported by IATA render their expert services based on their specilizations.
For government point of view, IATA makes sure that they make more extended and
better decisions in terms of maintaining the airline industry.

7 Conclusions

Nowadays, many airlines and airports fail to meet their customers’ expectations. This
failure is not easy to reconstruct and requires order, investment and a deeper under-
standing of the demands of travellers with respect to population, behaviour, requirements
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and needs [39]. Profound understanding amongst carriers and aeroplane terminals can
give a more total and robust recommendation for passengers, which covers the whole
adventure rather than the airports by allowing the airlines to share the passengers
information with the airports. While sharing traveller data via aircraft does not look an
exceptionally great arrangement, but rather it will give a full knowledge into the
necessities of the voyager and will enable them to outline and convey new items and
administrations which urge the traveller eagerness to pay [40]. The “Cisco Business
Solutions Group (IBSG)” trusts this will make a noteworthy open door for income,
development and aggressive position [41].

The results of this study increase the knowledge of intelligent airports, recognition
of brilliant airports advancement, and support the utilization of innovations as per the
feasible improvement paradigm. However, this study has some limitations, since the
smart airports’ applications are limited, it might impact the inspiration of speculation
given prioritization which appears the requirement for specialized and monetary
achievability contemplates. Moreover, the administrations are yet not supporting the
brilliant aeroplane terminals, its control, and purchaser and maker’s rights. Therefore, it
could be a future study concern about smart airports implementation.

While this innovative approach has clear benefits for travellers and their experiences,
they need to update airport infrastructures such as NFC gateway readers or payment
terminals. Additionally, at the time of writing this article, the financing industry stan-
dards have not been fully launched, that is why the costs and challenges, the exact details
of the aviation industry and business need to allocate credit for this technology and its
application in the aviation industry.
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